Cost effective dust control and surface stabilization

The dust kicked up by heavy equipment at mines, cement plants and on logging roads can compromise the health, safety and productivity of workers. Fortunately, Dust-Off® dust suppressant offers an easy, money-saving way to keep dangerous dust on the ground and out of the air.

Improve Visibility, Prevent Accidents
Windblown dust can severely restrict visibility in high traffic areas. Dust-Off® clears the air and prevents costly accidents by improving visibility.

Stabilize Roads, Reduce Repairs
Dust-Off® compacts and stabilizes road surfaces – lengthening the time between time consuming and costly repairs.

Ideal for Hard to Reach Areas
Aerial applications of Dust-Off® can be made to stabilize areas where traditional truck applications are impractical.

Extend Life of Heavy Equipment
Dust contributes to wear on moving parts of heavy equipment. Dust-Off® suppresses dust – helping to extend the life of equipment and reduce maintenance costs.

Create a Cleaner Work Environment
Controlling dust and particulates with Dust-Off® can help provide a cleaner, more productive environment for your employees.

Reduce Dust By 50 – 70%
Independent research shows that magnesium chloride-based dust suppressants like Dust-Off® reduce fugitive dust emissions by 50-70%.*

Keep Dust Down and Costs Low. Contact your local Dust-Off® distributor to learn more or call Cargill Salt at 1-888-385-SALT (7258).